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Aivassignment for higli school or college students
that requires them.to interpret what a poem may have ceimmunicated to
e poet's co emporaries can be valuable-in'that it teaches them

th"át there is e than.one way to,interpret.a poem and that the
rules-of-interp tation.are neither universal nor unchanging'. Such an
approach to poetry interpretation repudiates the philosophy of the -

New Criqcs that states that a reader should ask ',how', ahd not ',what"
a poem miaans and that it is wrong to limit a poem's meaning by
identifytng it completely lath authorial intention. However, such an
approach p.efmits students tio.read poems in their biographical and
historical context and to gain practice in stating a themis clearly
(their interketation of the poet's orrginal intention) and to-defend
that thesis.with proper evidence. It also allOws them to accomplish a
literary critical paper and a library research paper in one
assignient. (AEA)
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NO Iliterpretation Theory. d Teachin, Students How to Write about Poetry
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r--II
CO In the,1950's and early 1960's'New Critical approachei to'litetature

r-4 ,

were accepted by most teachers of literature in secondary schools and

UJ
colleges. Now, however, this consensus has broken.down. In articl s .

[inlhe leadingjournals so9e scholars nrgue that meaning ,kies in th

text, omet(day it is identical'to the intention cot the author, others
(-

)

insisvit resides. in the 'Mind of the reader, still others maintain that

texts have no determinate meaning at all. What should we teachers ao
.

when faced with such a confusion of posaibilities? One alternative is

to ignore the hubbub altogeihe'r, think "This too will wigs," and go on

teaching literaeure the WI we have-always taught it. I'd like to des-
.

cribe another alternative, an approach that I experimented with in a
-

freshman composition Class at the University of Michigan, but which

sholild work in an.advanced high school,class as well. .The aim of my

"proje t was twofold: to give students practice in writing a thesis-guided-
,

paper and to introduce them to a mew way of reading poetry.
.

, 1

. t

I decided right away that I wanted my students to Write about what-

they thought a Poem meant. To arrive at this decision,I had to repuaiate

some of My New Critical training because, of course,..the New Critictesaid

one should ask how not what a poem means, Searching for whlit a poem mans,
..4

the New Critics warned again and agaip, leads to the heresy of paraphrase.
4

-"A poem should not mean but tie.'! That is, said William K. Wimsitt, "an

epigram worth quoting.in every easay on poetry..1."' Instead of.looking /or

meaninkone should look for ironic contrasts. Tte mo el for the perfect

,NewCritioal essay were Chose byTleanth Brooks, many
4.

which are



collected in the Well Wrought Urn (New York: Haicourt, Brace & World,

i947). Brooks, for examPtit finds ironic complexity in Wordsworth's

"Composed Upon Westminster Bridge" because, he argues, it is "only when

the poet sees the city under the semblance of death that he can see it

as actually alive" (p. 7). Ht finds ironic complexity in Herrick's

"Corinni's GOing a-Maying" because its dominant tone of pagan celebra-
,

tiop is undercut by Christian references to sin (p. 69)..

The New Critics warned that in addition to the heresy of paraphrase

one must also avoid the intentional faller using the intention of the

author as a standard for judging the sucCess of a literary work. Search-

ing after intention, Wimsatt and Beardsley argued, leads to a confusion

of personal and poetic studies, to an unaesirable mixing or psychology

and criticiam. In explicating g poem one ahould rely.on internal or

publiCievidence, evidence which beeause it is in the- poem or the 17guage

is ayollable io everyone. One should shun external or private'evidence,

h as the reported conversation of a ,poet explaining 04 he wrOte the/
poem. 2

The New Critics Were, of Iourse, reacting:to their predecessors

the biographical and.historical critics who they felt, instead of read-
.

. ,

ing poems as poems used them as documents to prove or disprove a thesis
.

t,

1. . regarding the life of the poet or the.age in which he lived. "Back to

.the tex.1" became the slogan of Brooks and Wimsatt. Never mind the

biographical or historical context of the poem. Lee's see what remains"

iftef we have excised the poem from its ppychological and cultural matrix.

I had accepted the New tritics' way of reading poems and prpSably .

would hive encouraged my atudents eo spproach.po'etry..thia way i had hot.

encountered E. Dr.Hirsch's works lhe Validity of Interpretation (New
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Aaven: Yale University Press, 1967) and The Aims of Interpretatipn
/-

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976). In these imrks Hirsch

I.argues that the intentional-fallacy, at least as-it was applied by the,

followers of the New Critics, is a pernicious doctrine because ft ignores

a lact conciftning texts: namely, that they are wiitten by someone to say

sodething to someone else.

to his words;'argues Hirsch,

"When we fail to conjoin a man's intentions

_
we mu se''the soul of speech, which is to

convey meanint and to understand what is intended to be.conveyed" (Aims,

p. 90). Hirsch distinguishes meaning from significance. The meaning of

a text is whet the author originally intended it to mean. Mbaning is

stable: it doesnit change with,time or from reading to Teading. Signif-
.

icance, on the other %and, is a relationship between meaning and something

clse: a personk, a situation, or a conception (Validity, p. 8). Unlike

meaning, significance changes: the meaning of a poeM by Donne remain',

forever what Donne intended it to mean, but the significance the poem has

for us may differ from that which it had for Donne's conte4oraries. This

distinction between meaning and significance is the bae1 for a parallel

distinction betweeniinterpretation and criticism. An nterpreter looks

for meaning; a critic is cdncerned with significance (p. 143).

Reading Hirsch reassu'red me that it Oas all right to aek students

4write about Meaning, but he .alsd disturbed my thinking about my assign-
*

ment 1y forcing me.to define-meaning moie.e4actly.ef my tudents choke'

V .i poem by, say, Matthew Arnold, did I wane them to describe what the poem

communicated to Arnold'a contemporaries or what it communicated to them?
0

Did I wadt them to be interpreters or critics?

.
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I decided I wanted them to become interpreters and search after
,

original meaning'because I became enthusiastic about the kind of reading

this search would entail. When Pwas a student, teachers aeked me to

M.scuss poems before I knew anything about A! biography of their authors

or the history of the age in which they lived. While I enjoyed reading

poetry this way some of the time, I dicin't like beilng made to do it all

the-time. I also became convinced that if I'knew more about tb world in .i

which the people w4o wrote the poems lived, I would understand b tter what

they were siying. Oice reason, therefore, having become asteacher, for

encouraging my students to search for ineaning as:Hirsch defibes it--as the

original intention of the atAor--was that I knew thisN.search would force

them to read poems in their biographical and,histori context. Many

interpretations'are possible, Hirsch argues; one can never be certain what

the meaning of a poem is--what the poet intended to say in t;riting it. But

some meanings are clearly mote probable than others. An interpreter must

read thr porm closely, but reacOalso about.the life and times of the poei,

and read some of his other works, then decide bn the meaning the.poet most

probably intended his-Ppoem to have. One must be ready to defend one's

cOnclusion as to meaning by pointing out that it Is more plausible than

other interpretations because it-coheres more closely with the typical

outlook of the poet, an outlook which one has to piece together through

research (Validity, p. 238).

This process Hirsch calls validation by coherence and, as an example

of how it works he discusses two interpretations of Wordsworth's 'kit Slumber

DidMy Spirit Seal,",one by Cleanih Brooks aind one by F. W; Aateson.3 In

Brooks' interpretation, the image of Lucy whirltng around "in earth's'

5
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diurnal course" is a horrible image; the-whole poem, Brooks suggests,

emphasizes deadness. Iffiateson, however, finds a "pantheistic magnificence".

in the whirling imar. He maintains that the poememphasizes life because

in the end of the poem "Lucy is actually more alive now that she is dead,

1114becauso she is a part of the life of nature ani4not just a human 'thing.

Bateson.'s interpretation.is more probable, arihes Hirsch, bvcause.it

coheres with Wordsworth's outlook when he wrote the poed. In 1799 Words7

worth would have regarded a return to the rocks., stones nnd trees of earth

d'
as a relOrn to life; the "inconsolability and bitter irony" that'Brooks

finds in the poAkwert not aspects of the- poet's typical'outlook (yalidity,

p. 239).

BPsides enabling'studehts to,read poems in context, I thought, this

assignment woulehave another advantage.. My students, like most I,guess,

lacW skill in discovering a thesia, stating it clearly, and defending it -

with the proper evidence. Searching for meaning defined as original inten-

tion would, I thought, enconrage'students to practice this.three step

process. In Hirsch's approach to interpretation one states an hypothesis

regardinvmeaning and th6n eearches for evidence.to validate it. I felt

. this was a movement of the mind that all my students, the future scientists

as well'ap the future EnglOsh majori, would.4nd useful. Students would

go to_the library, I hoped, not to collect some biographical data on the

I

poet for use.as filler, or to find out from the experts where the ironic

complexities. lay, but, 'in searsh of sUpport for 'an interpretation they had

elected.to defend. "became enthusiastic about ac'complishing the literary

tFitical paper and theilibrary,research paper in\one assignment.

So I carefullysexplained the approach,.then duplicated four,poemi,
%

aod'aiked them to try it oilt in a'four or five page paper.
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II

Sinca they; had never talked about poetry in this wayibefore, there

was some underrindableranxiety at the start, but ultimately theSr liked

this !Assignment. Students appreciated my statement that dffferent inter-,

pretations were possible. Several told me they disliked teachers who

insisted that only one interpretationusually theirs--was correct. They

readily aeEepted the idea thnt they were to choose the most plausthe

interpretation and defend).t. I also sensed that the assignment did com-
.

municate to many.in the class that research With a purpose can be pleasur-
4

able. On. a questionnaire handed out after it.ws over most said it was

'a challenging and useful exercise. The papers I were good ih,

many respects. Some students overemphasized external biographical and
,

historical evidence and slighted evidence-from the Poem, but most papers

were well-organized defenses of,a thesis regarding the meaning of one of

th'e\four poems.

9hat troubled me was not what the-assignment was'teaching the% abbut

writing-1 decided_lt was teaching them some useful things abOut arriving

at a thesis and using evidence--but what it was leading them to believe

about poetry. One'of the four poems I suggested they write on wee Edwin

Arlington Robinson's'"Karma,"Pa sonnet ibou\t it businessman whd.at Christmas

time spots a Salvation Army Santa on a street corner and gives., him a dime

tO absolve some guilt he feels for financially wrecking a bOsiness.associ-
p.

ate. Oni student determined-frOm her research that this poem was an

expressioA of the guilt Robinson felt for not
/
helping his brother Herman'',

family after his brother losi much of tbe Robinson family money through

some unwise speculation in Wegtern real estate. The student marshalled

her Evident* quite well and m4aged to -prove'tfiat her interpretation was

t
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at least within the realm of possibility. I worried, however, that Hirsch's

method was forcing on this,student a.rather impoverished conception of

Robinson's poem. "Karma" might be in part an expression of 'Robinson's'

guilt for being unsympathetic to his broeher, but I was reluctant to assume

or let my,students asaume that this was ral the poem meant.

I had similar mitigivimgs as I-did the assignment along with my students.

chose Frost's."The Road Not.Taken." In doing my research&I read Frost

biographer Lawrence Thompson's explanation that Frost wrote this,poem to

chide his Welsh friend Edward Thomas. Lawrence explains that during Frost's

stay with Thomas in England Thomas took Frost on-long nature walks. When

they returned he always insisted'that if they had taken another road they

would have fopnd more interesting specimens. Frost wrote part of the poen%

A,
before leaving England and finished it in New Hampshire. When it w s done,..

he sent a copy to his Welsh friend, but Thomas did not realize he was being

gently motcked, perhaps because pt the time,Thomas was Agonizing over whether
JO*

to enlist in the army. In 1915 he did enlist.5 In his biography, Thompson

also menti!ons a tape recording ot a sOWech Frost made at the Bread Loaf

WH.ter'fla Conference in which Frost say's, in reference to this poem: "I

wasn't talking *bout myself there, but abotiC a friend who had gone off to
b

war, a Petson,.who, whichever road he went,.would be sorry he didn't go

6
the other." This and other,hints make it .fairly clear that Frost wrote

tA poem with Thomas in mind.

While I found this evidence useful in bolstering my 'feeling that tile

po m was mocking thosse who melodramatically exaggerate the importance 'of

'decisions made early in life, I was reluctant to ldentify.the meaning of
%

the poem with the original situationriWith Frost's experience with.his
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Welah friend. But I was also reluctant .e0 fall back on the New Critical

position and argue that Frost's experience with Thomas was irrelevant to

the meaning of the poem.

I then read Paul Ricoeur's Interpretation Illeoryi Discourse and the

Surplus of Meaning (Fort Worth:Jexas Christian University Press, 1976)

where I. found a compromise position that I think more correctly captures

the quality Of writtpn texts. Ricoeur is in paftial agreement with the

New Critics. He acknowledges that in their article on the intentional

'fallacy Wimsatt and Beardsley emphasize an important quality of written
,

texts. It is true, Ricoeur says, that for a writfen text

the apthor's intention'and the Neening of the text cease k

to coinci4. . . . Inlmription becomes synonymous with the
mantic agtonomy. of the text, which results from the dis-

c nnection of the mental intention of-the author from the
J

;;
erbal meaning ot"the text, of:what'the author-meant and

i

..

. what the text:means. The texf's capeer escaPes the finite
horizon lived by its author; What the,text means now matters
more than what the author meant when he wrote it. _(pp.29-30) ..

Hirsch, Ricoeur continues, is wrong to make the'autires original intention

the sole basis for determining what a writtenext means: '"In fact, ."

says Ricoetik "the intention of the auth is 1Lit:as a psychical event.

MorvoVer, the intention of wTiting has no other expression than.the verbal

meaning of the teXt itself" (p. 100).

Ble the'New Critics who believe in the semantic autonomy of texts

are also wrong Ricoeur argues. If Hirsch's approach is too psychologized,

the New Critics! approach is too "de-psycho1qiized." Hirsch is Tight to
. k.

point out that the soul of speech is lost when we fail'to join a man'

intenKions with his words. If there is:an intentionil fallacy ehere is

also thd "fallacy of the absOlute text." By fillacy of. the abiolute text..

Ricoeur means the New Critical practice of "hypostasiming the text as an .
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authorless entity." Hirtch- ommits the intentional fallacy by ovtrlooking

the semantic autonomy of the text; the New Critics commit the fallacY of

the absolute text by forgetting that a text "iemsins a discourse told by
go

. .

somebody, said by someone to someone else about something" -(p. 30). .In

other words, a poem iw.both,discourse and text, both a speech act with

1

ties to a communicative situation,.and a semantically autonomous object

removed fives this situation. An interpreter grasps the meaning of an
. .

inscribed discourse or text only by understanding that this meaning is

the result Of a dialectic betweep tire text as dialogic event and the text
1

as semantically autonomous object.

Applied to Frost's poem, Ricoeur's diilectic would, think, lead

ont to the following conclusions. "The Road Not Taken" is what Frost

/intended it to be: a gentle joke on his friend Edward ThoMas. It was

in a way addressed to hia friend.and so when he finished it, Frost put

it in an.envelope and sent it to him. But in this poem about decision-

making Frost is_not speaking oftly'to Edward Thdmas. Love is a more per-

,

sonal subject than making decisions, but, as T. S. tliot has pointed out,

even lovers do not write love poetry solely for'the eyes of their beloved.

When a text is inscribed, Ricoeur says, the "narrowness of the dialogical

relation explodes," the text becomes liberated from the facsrto-face
- .

_situation.
8

"The Road Not Taken," like all written texts, is potentially

addressed to anyone who knows how to read.

WIAn my students turned in their Papers. I duplicated several and we

discussed them in class. encouraged them not only to comment on their

classmates' papers but also to criticize the'approach to interpretation

I had asked them to apply. Although most were intrigued by the challenge

7
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;

of reconstructing the author's original intention, like me they felt that

it was wrong to limit.a poem's meaning by identifying it completely with
r.

authorial intention. They didn't use words like "8emant10 autonomy of
c

the text" and "dialogic event," but they insisted that the meaning had

to be in the poem as well as in the 'author. They were impressed with how
_ -

becoming familiar with a poet's life and times helps one understand.a,poem.

They were particularly.impressed with the paper of one tudent who had

researched thoroughly the social anmd religious climat# of 19th century

England and had used his knowledge skilffully in defending his thesis re-

garding the meaning of Arnold's "Dover Beach." But at the same time thek

Linsisted that they were included in the audience Arnold, Robinson, and

Frost intended for their poems. They rebelled against ally-notiokof 'wr. ,

textual meaning which would not allow the poems to speak to them.

I think it wall a valuable assignment--because it taught students

something about writing, about poetry, and about critical theory. It

didn't introduce them to the complete panorama of possibilities regarding

the interpretation of literary texts. Reader-centered approaches such as

those advocated by David BleiCh and Norman Holland' were not covered, for

example. But at least it taught Otudents that there is more than one Way

to read a poem. Because not only a poem but also the way one reads poetry

was an object.of inquiry, they learned that the rules of interpretation

are neither universal nor unchanging.

-)
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